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Biking in Berlin

48 pages
12,5 x 17 cm
riso print

A visual study of the current state 
of the biking situation in berlin
with an analysis and ideas for easy
improvement of the facilities.





Restaurant Day

5 postcards
10 x 15 cm

A postcard series for promoting
Restaurant Day in Denmark.



ver/s_he/denes

150 pages
17 x 32 cm

ver/s_he/denes is a publication 
featuring the theses of young female 
scientists. the book concept is an 
attempt to override hierarchical 
structures in science and literature.

(Collaboration with Alexandra 
Zidariu, Jette Wagner, Lise Grønvald 
Nielsen and Lynn Lehmann)





manifesto

12 pages
19 x 27 cm
riso print

The DIY-manifesto is a counterproposal
to dogmatically following one (creative) 
strategy. It includes a poster and words 
to tear off and assemble.



Sunset Encyclopedia

3 volumes
300 pages
10,2 x 14,8 cm

Sunset Encyclopedia is rife with 
randomly collected information 
about sunsets from the internet.        

Vol. 1 contains facts, 
vol. 2 contains images
and vol. 3 contains 
personal comments.



7 High-Risers

8 pages
59,4 x 84,1 cm

7 high-risers is an 
illustrated list of facts 
I collected about the skyline 
of Tallinn as seen from my 
window on Kuhlbarsi 1.



m_ka

Kunstmuseum Ahrenshoop
Fischland-Darß-Zingst

A visual identity for the 
Museum of Art in Ahrenshoop. 
A place where regional art history, 
local cultural activities and bigger 
exhibitions come together in one 
unique space.

(Collaboration with 
Flora de Carvalho and 
Jette Wagner)





Mammals in Berlin

poster
59,4 x 84,1 cm

An overview of the mammal species
(except homo sapiens) that can be found in
the city of Berlin as of 2003. The list contains
both endangered species and those of
widespread occurence.



60 Kilometres

illustration & text
18 pages
16,5 x 23,7 cm

The distance between two travel stops 
on the Autobahn is 60 km. The stops are 
isolated micro habitats with no permanent 
human life, yet they provide us with 
constructed comfort and cosiness.



Anti-Discrimination Competition

poster
118,9 x 84,1 cm  

A poster advertising an anti-discrimination 
competition and workshop at Kunsthochschule 
Berlin Weißensee.




